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Stop Trump: On the streets
For working class solidarity
permitted to enter the US for 90 days, or be issued
an immigrant or non-immigrant visa. Customs and
Border Protection agents have defied the orders of
federal judges halting deportations.
Besides this outrageous act of anti-Muslim and
racist discrimination, Trump has also signed
executive decisions:
• To build a wall along the US-Mexico border
• To withdraw US federal grant money from
“sanctuary cities” in the USA which refuse to
deport undocumented immigrants
• To advance construction of the Dakota Access
and Keystone XL pipelines
• To order the commerce secretary to develop a
plan (likely to breach WTO rules) requiring USmade steel for the pipelines
• To order public agencies to “waive, defer, grant
exemptions from, or delay” all portions of Obama’s
Affordable [Health] Care Act that create financial
burdens on states, individuals, or healthcare
companies
• To ban federal money to international groups
that perform or provide information on abortions
• To withdraw from the Trans-Pacific Partnership
trade talks.
Organise, on the streets and in the labour
Trump has suggested that South Korea and Japan
movement! Argue for socialist, democratic,
internationalist ideas which offer a real answer both develop nuclear weapons and US forces withdraw
from those countries.
to Trump’s rancid, right-wing, regression, and to
He has courted Russian president Vladimir Putin,
the discredited status quo. That is how we can
but talked of rescinding the 2015 Iran nuclear deal,
block Trump.
in which Russia was an interested participant. He
Trump’s “executive order” of 27 January has
has favoured the use of torture, but suggested for
stirred up protests across the world. Trump’s
now he will defer to Defense Secretary James
“Muslim ban” halted the entire US refugee
Mattis on that. He has promised to build up US
programme for 120 days, and indefinitely banned
militarism. He has given a green light for more-orSyrian refugees fleeing Assad’s butchery and the
less unlimited Israeli settlement and creeping
sectarian Islamist militias. All travellers who have
annexation in the West Bank.
nationality or dual nationality of Iran, Iraq, Libya,
Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen are not
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On 27 January, too, the Holocaust Memorial Day
statement from Trump’s White House, unlike
previous such US presidential statements, omitted
Jews and antisemitism. Trump’s chief of staff
defended the omission: “I mean, everyone suffering
in the Holocaust including, obviously, all of the
Jewish people affected... is something that we
consider to be extraordinarily sad”.
Trump’s style is often fascistic: authoritarian,
demagogic, militaristic, nationalist. The analytic
difference between this and full-fledged fascism
has importance. As Trotsky explained in the 1930s,
when the Stalinists had the habit of describing all
they disliked as “fascist”, fascism requires a streetfighting “movement of large masses, with new
leaders from the rank and file... a plebeian
movement in origin... from the petty bourgeoisie,
the lumpenproletariat, and even to a certain extent
from the proletarian masses... with its leaders
employing a great deal of socialistic demagogy”.
The reactionary mass movement gives fascism
the facility, which ordinary decree from above
lacks, to crush the labour movement, civil society,
and civil liberties, and to impose demagogic,
nationalist, racist, protectionist, militaristic policies
which even the majority of the bourgeoisie dislikes.
“Such a government does not cease being the clerk
of the property-owners. Yet the clerk sits on the
back of the boss, rubs his neck raw and does not
hesitate at times to dig his boots into his face”. In
return:
“From fascism the bourgeoisie demands a thorough
job; once it has resorted to methods of civil war, it
insists on having peace for a period of years”.
To declare a right-wing government “fascist”
before time amounts to declaring that social civil
war has been lost in advance. Trump’s turn,
however, can do great damage, and build
conditions for actual fascism after the next great
economic crisis. Already it shatters complacencies.
Already it breaks up the comforting assumption
that even if things get worse under neoliberalism,
not all of them do, and worsening is slow, so if you
have an established citizenship and good jobs you
can keep ahead.
The globalised neoliberal world order has
resilience. It has negotiated and absorbed many
shocks. A great swathe of top-level opinion
considers Trump maverick and dangerous. Within a
few days of Trump’s “Muslim ban”, over 9,000 US
academics, including 50 Nobel prize-winners and
82 winners of Fields medals or similar, had signed
a protest, and they included the doyens of

neoliberal economics, Eugene Fama and Robert
Lucas. Yet, as the conservative writer Jonathan
Rauch pointed out last year, the system of political
mediations, consultations, information-flows,
safeguards for continuity and coherence, in the
USA, had substantially fractured even before
Trump, replaced by a chaos of demagogues
negotiating an atomised and disinformed electorate
and a welter of wealthy lobbyists. In this fracturing,
and with the confidence of orthodox bourgeois
leaders shaken by the crash of 2008 and the
disarray since then, a militant and cohesive
bourgeois minority — and Trump may be able to
assemble that — can take the initiative. The rest
will mostly adapt (as Theresa May and Boris
Johnson are doing) or shrug ineffectually.
In the USA’s State Department (equivalent of the
Foreign Office), top officials had, as a conventional
formality, submitted resignation letters on the
arrival of a new president. Usually new presidents
ignore most such letters and maintain some
continuity of management. Trump has accepted all
the resignation letters and made a clean sweep.
Against a determined push by Trump, the liberal
bourgeoisie will not safeguard the moderate
extensions of women’s and LGBT equality, the
modest opening of opportunities to ethnic
minorities, the relative freedom of movement for
some across some borders, the mild
cosmopolitanism, on which it prides itself. Having
already let so many civil rights be swallowed by
the “war on terror” and the drive for “labour
flexibility”, it will be no bulwark for the rest. The
liberal bourgeoisie may not even safeguard the
achievement of which it boasts most, the reduction
of economic barriers between countries.
Before the USA’s Smoot-Hawley tariff law of
1930, which started a catastrophic spiral of
protectionism and shrinking world trade,
“economics faculties [in the USA]... were
practically at one in their belief that the HawleySmoot bill was an iniquitous piece of legislation”.
Over a thousand economists petitioned the US
administration against it. It went through, and its
effects spiralled. It falls to the labour movement to
defend even the limited bourgeois ameliorations.
The labour movement cannot do that unless it
mobilises; unless it cleanses itself of the
accommodations to nationalism, and unless it spells
out socialist answers which can convince and rally
the millions of the economically marginalised and
disillusioned. It falls to the left to make the labour
movement fit for those tasks.
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A working class charter - to renew a socialist
alternative in the Australian labour movement
central issue of defending union organisation and
conditions.
•
Risk is increasingly being shifted onto
Is the Turnbull government in such a shambles that workers, through job insecurity and high rates of
Labor can confidently expect to win the next
unemployment and underemployment. Privatisation
election?
and cuts to welfare payments further undermine the
If Labor were to win the next federal election, do political economy of the working class, and
many people really expect that Labor would
increase inequality.
reverse “rising income and wealth inequality”, and
•
The story that neoliberalism is the problem
insecurity, that are feeding “non-mainstream parties does not point to an alternative, nor does it appeal
that promote a more nationalistic agenda”. Is Labor to an identifiable social force to change things.
in a position to satisfy the “concerns of electorates
Growing political instability in the western
… who feel left behind by the solutions put
democracies has cracked open one of the biggest
forward to address weakened post-crisis economic
inhibitors for putting forward a radical socialist
growth?” (An investment advisor’s description of
platform – that it would undermine stability.
the problem).
The ACTU says
At the last election Labor did eat a long way into
“We are fighting for:
the LNPs majority on the strength of commitments
•
A decent social wage
to protect Medicare, to tighten bank regulations,
•
Universal health care and Medicare
and cut back on tax breaks and subsidies to the
protections
most wealthy in superannuation and negative
•
Maintain wages and conditions of
gearing. But Labor has credibility problems. Since
employment
the Accord it has helped to create many of the
•
Affordable housing
conditions for growing inequality, and many union
•
Secure jobs
officials have been complicit.
•
A dignified retirement and pension that
The vacuum of “political capital” is what has
keeps
up with weekly earnings
opened up room for the right wing nationalists to
•
A future for our children and
step in with their line on how to “make Australia
grandchildren”
great again”. It is a crude appeal to nation, blaming
global trade and refugees for insecurity.
Workers Liberty believes that the left could now
We make a class analysis of the roots of
assert a more radical platform in the labour
inequality and insecurity. In brief:
movement and for the working class to rebuild a
•
The continuing decline of union density is
linked to changes made by successive conservative movement for itself as the social force that needs
this platform for equality and freedom. A platform
and Labor governments to the legal basis for
that clearly addresses working class interests is also
collective bargaining. Union leaders show much
a potentially constructive basis for uniting and
greater passion and drive for electing the ALP and
organising, and could enable the left to transcend
beating the Liberal Party, than they show for
some the more factional pursuits that repel many
organised labour and beating the employers, or for
people from organised politics.
holding the ALP accountable to the interests and
needs of workers.
A working class charter
•
Many leaders of the labour movement have
We propose these draft points for a union charter
converted the legacy of the setbacks of the 1970s
with demands on both government and employers:
and 80s into a smothering ideological defeatism,
•
Union rights, the right to strike and take
educating workers to appeal to and defer to an
solidarity action, for organising the unorganised in
imaginary national consensus rather than to try to
workplaces and educating their delegates, to take
find their own voice. We dissent from official
on the employer and the government.
union campaign slogans about workers being
•
Secure employment. For action against
sacked for “being Australian”. This obscures the
insecurity and casualisation. Transfer rights
Editorial

between employers, increase the dole, end work for
the dole and renationalise employment services.
•
Public ownership of banks and other
financial institutions, and utilities.
•
Union conditions and rates for all workers
in Australia, whatever country they are from.
Campaign to increase and enforce the minimum
wage. Stop bosses blackmailing workers with
temporary work visas. International solidarity.
•
Rapid transition to renewable energy, and
renewable energy jobs, via public ownership.
We would like to hear responses to this draft
charter from labour movement activists. email
wl@workersliberty.org

the argument that in Germany Fundis were overly
dependent on activist celebrities like Petra Kelly
and the radicals coalescing around someone in the
spotlight fundamentally gave oxygen to the Realos
when they also built up celebrities via their greater
access to the corporate media. Obviously the
Fundis lost in the end - hard - and we've got a
German Greens who are blatantly anti-communist,
and who acquiesce to the right on issues of war and
immigration amongst others.”
“There are places where the left has been
somewhat more successful, however, and I would
point to the US Greens as an example of that.
While Bookchin himself is no longer around, the
remnants of his faction have been influential with a
new generation of Young Greens who successfully
Will The Greens Left Renewal
pushed the party to formally become an antihelp renew socialist politics?
capitalist party. The broader left also continues to
by Janet Burstall
engage in the electoral machine (e.g. US Socialist
Alternative, for example are involved) quite
Left Renewal announced itself as a Greens faction
comfortably and we see a Greens party that has a
in December. Richard di Natale and Bob Brown
much higher membership per capita in the US than
have led an outcry against factions in the Greens.
we have here or in Germany.”
Left Renewal is a faction unlike those in the ALP
When asked how the efforts of Left Renewal
or the Liberals, or even as Left Renewal describes
might improve the Greens as an agency for
elsewhere in the Greens. On their Facebook page
socialism, Evan’s first answer was that this would
Left Renewal says “The party already has a culture not happen “by electing better people, this doesn’t
of factionalism in its local group structure, and
work, as shown by Syriza, Podemos, even Bernie
among staffers in the NSW Parliament. The
Sanders who ended up supporting Hillary… though
difference is Left Renewal are being open about
there is a net positive to having more left-wing
our goals and intentions, and engaging with
people in parliament”.
transparent political concerns instead of doubleIf electing better people won’t work, then, I
speak about 'unity' that allows very few voices. We asked, what might work? They are for continued
are not looking to take over the Greens NSW, but
participation in campaigns and protests such as
are looking to facilitate a process where the leftsaving Medicare, welcoming refugees,
wing principles that started the Greens project are
acknowledging indigenous sovereignty, for Safe
renewed.”
Schools and marriage equality. This is getting
Most party factions are centred on getting
people into the streets “where actual power lies, or
individuals into office, and not about ideas and
you could say counter-power lies… when we win,
principles arrived at through democratic
this gives the working class confidence.”
deliberation. Left Renewal promises to be different
It is not yet clear what political proposals Left
within the Greens. They say “we will embody in
Renewal will be making outside the Greens.
our organisation the value of participatory selfRegarding trade unions, they differentiate
management”. And Left Renewal’s public meetings between officials and workplaces. As a response to
in Sydney and Canberra in January were run with
the rise of right wing nationalism, Evan said we
open speaking rights, free of the typical control
need a “union movement that is not so pessimistic,
from the chair that silences critics.
that doesn’t have a sell-out leadership – but the
This in itself is a positive step for the culture of
Greens have been unwilling to challenge this even
political discussion on the left.
where they’ve held positions, such as in the
I asked Evan Gray, a member of Left Renewal, to Teachers Federation, the National Tertiary
assess the results of left initiatives in other Green
Education Union and the NSW Public Service
Parties (the Fundis in the German Greens, the
Association. We need a rank and file orientation,
Green Left in France and in Britain)? “I've heard
which Labor also rejects.” I asked Evan about the
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draft trade union charter being proposed by
Workers’ Liberty (see article in this issue). They
“don’t see a role for Left Renewal in posing
political and industrial demands, this has to happen
from within workplaces and unions… people who
are not in the sector cannot substitute themselves
for workers and while we can hope for outcomes or
perspectives it needs to be generated out of those
on the shop floor (and if we are part of that, then
we can meaningfully argue). Only NTEU members,
for example, can meaningfully agitate within the
worksite for their demands during bargaining, and
that's not something a left group should do on their
behalf when not in the workplace.”
So Left Renewal makes a clear distinction
between organising within the Greens, versus
organising in the labour movement with socialists
from outside the Greens.
Yet Left Renewal says “our struggle for social
justice brings us into irreconcilable conflict with
the capitalist mode of production, and all other
forms of class society. This requires us to take a
strong stance on the struggle of the working class.”
If Left Renewal develops as a force beyond the
Greens, and in the labour movement, then they will
find that they de facto have to take positions and
make alliances, not only on bargaining, but on
broader issues of class conflict, that are contentious
within the labour movement, issues such as
industrial rights, private versus public ownership,
nationalism, employment and climate change.
I hope that Left Renewal will come to see sooner
rather than later, that a socialist working-class
perspective within the Greens should substantially
share the platform of socialist demands that is
needed by the labour movement. For socialist trade
unionists to agitate for such a platform in unions is
no more imposing ideas from the outside, than it is
for Left Renewal to assert its point of view in the
Greens. The socialist left agitation against the
Accord in the 1980s was an example of defensive
cooperation by the left on a political perspective,
backed up by demands for a Charter of Social
Rights. Agreement amongst socialist trade
unionists from different groups on a positive
platform of demands could help to reforge a
stronger left in the labour movement.
Evan Gray spoke to Workers’ Liberty in a personal
capacity, and not as a spokesperson for Left
Renewal.

Queensland MUA: solidarity vs
competition
In 2015 Hutchison ports sacked 97 workers in
Brisbane and Sydney by text message. The
workforce struck for 102 days, before the MUA
won reinstatement pending negotiations with
Hutchison. The MUA was able to win a greatly
improved and voluntary redundancy package,
combined with strong restrictions on the use of
casuals and how they must be sourced, and made
sure the new EBA could not be used by Hutchison
to undercut its competitors and help “level down”
conditions on the wharves.
Out of this conflict, the Queensland MUA was
able to achieve virtually 100% unionisation at
Hutchison in Brisbane. More importantly the MUA
has fostered a new delegate grouping at Hutchison,
which is young, relatively inexperienced, but
showing very “willing to have a go and is maturing
rapidly and stand up union proud to
management…For many workers, joining the
MUA is their first instance of meeting unionists
and seeing what we can deliver when we are united
and prepared to fight.” The union’s Growth
Organiser “has done an amazing job in the
recruitment process of explaining and selling the
MUA to the workers, many of whom will only see
2 or 3 shifts a fortnight.”
Now the Queensland MUA is negotiating a new
agreement with Hutchison, following a recent
agreement with Patricks. Reaching enterprise
agreements with competing companies can sew
divisions between workers across an industry.
Members from both Patricks and Hutchison
terminals contacted their officials about “rumours
about the Branch agreeing to give Hutchison a 'leg
up'.” Bob Carnegie countered “Throughout the
many, many meetings with this employer one of
the primary objectives through these negotiations
had been the exact opposite of these rumours. This
Branch under my leadership DOES NOT and
NEVER will give any operator a 'leg up' so they
can injure a long established operator, with a Union
Agreement such as Patricks and DP World.
Stevedoring companies should win contracts based
on the productivity and professionalism of their
product not on a race to the bottom with regards to
wages and conditions. Usually these rumours are
started by senior management and fed to the
workforce to create division.”
However the Patrick’s MUA Terminal
Committee continued to express concern that the
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negotiations at Hutchison were giving Hutchison an
unfair advantage over Patrick, and so they
convened a meeting with the state officials and
Hutchison delegates. Bob Carnegie admitted
“There is no doubt the Agreement at Hutchison
does not equate equally to the Patrick Terminal
EBA which has just been concluded. A major part
of this problem is simply reflected in the volume
currently being held by Hutchison. Of course, with
the aid of hindsight some things could have been
done better but after a 136 day dispute, 50% of the
workforce sacked by text, I think where we are now
is in a whole lot better shape than what we were
looking down the barrel at on 6 August 2015.”
Bob concluded in a Queensland branch newsletter
“As the Branch Secretary, I came under a deal of
criticism for not being seen more after the dispute
at the terminal. I could say I have been very busy
(which I have) but that does not stack up in a
truthful, personal examination. I apologised to the
members present and made a commitment that by
the end of the year, members at Patrick will be sick
of the sight of my magnificent physique stumbling
into the Terminal crib room... The ideas floated [at
the well attended meeting] and offers of support are
welcome and have been taken on board.”
Solidarity between workers can be developed and
maintained, with an honest, democratic and
principled approach.
[Quotes are by Bob Carnegie, Secretary of the
Queensland MUA, and sourced from Queensland
Branch Newsletters of the Maritime Union of
Australia, 2017. More MUA Queensland Branch
news here http://www.mua.org.au/queensland_branch_news]

Defending jobs at Hutchison Brisbane –

British Labour, Corbyn, Momentum,
& fighting Stalinist influence
by Martin Thomas
How much durable political life and impulse will
flow from the opening-out created by Jeremy
Corbyn's surprise victory as leader of the Labour
Party in September 2015?
This may be a decisive moment in shaping the
answer to that question. January 2017 brought a
crisis in the pro-Corbyn rank-and-file movement
Momentum, and disarray caused by Corbyn's odd
decision to put a three-line whip on Labour MPs to
vote for Article 50.
After the Tories won the May 2015 general
election, John McDonnell, the left-Labour MP who
organised Corbyn's leadership campaign and is
now ShadowChancellor, declared it "the darkest
hour" for the Labour left in many decades. He had
received a feeble response to a "Left Platform"
initiative which he had essayed around the election.
The early stages of the Labour leadership contest
opened by Ed Miliband resigning in May were
dominated by candidates competing to offer shifts
to the right.
There had been some revival in local Labour
Parties since the nadir of 2010 - scarcely 150,000
members, most too demoralised to attend meetings
- but it looked small.
In fact the political shake-up caused by economic
turmoil since 2008 had created a new, as yet mostly
atomised and inchoate, constituency for left-wing
politics - at the same time, of course, that it had
boosted the right-wing and nationalist response that
would stamp its mark with the Brexit referendum
vote of 23 June 2016.
Corbyn got on the ballot paper, then won. He
survived an attempted coup by Labour MPs staged
.
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on the pretext of the 23 June result and won a
larger and decisive majority in a second leadership
ballot in summer 2016.
Challenging Momentum’s limitations
Momentum was launched in early October 2015,
by a segment of the organisers of the Corbyn
leader-election team.
It has been boosted by the flood of new Labour
members around Corbyn's election in 2015, and a
second flood around his re-election in 2016. The
Labour Party now has 543,000 members, its
biggest figure since records have been compiled on
today's basis, and is the biggest political party in
Europe. Momentum has 21,000 members, which
probably makes it the biggest membership-defined
left caucus in the Labour Party's history.
The way Momentum has been run centrally has
made it harder for local groups to develop, but
there are now 150, some only "on paper" but many
lively and active. That is probably the biggest
network of local left groups in the Labour Party
since the National Left Wing Movement of the
mid-1920s.
On the evening of 10 January 2017 the
Momentum office staged a coup. On the strength of
six votes (from a Steering Committee of 12) got in
a sudden email exchange lasting about an hour, it
dissolved all Momentum's existing elected
committees.
The coup was organised at that time in order to
forestall and cancel the Momentum conference,
which, after many delaying tactics by the coupmakers, had at last been scheduled for February by
a meeting of Momentum's elected National
Committee on 3 December.
The coup also imposed a new constitution for
Momentum. The coup-makers had boasted that
they stood for instant democracy by online votes of
all members, as against "old-fashioned" meetings,
delegates, conferences, but the new constitution
puts most decision-making into the hands of the
unelected office staff and a few unelected
"directors". The next tier is to be a "National
Coordinating Group", meeting (or "meeting": email
consultations count as meetings) four times a year,
of 28 plus maybe 4 co-optees, on which only 12 are
elected from the Momentum membership. Only in
extreme circumstances will online plebiscites be
able to block office or NCG decisions, let alone
initiate new policy.
Some Momentum activists are minded to jump
ship, but most local groups have denounced the
coup and resolved to continue. The committees

abolished by the coup are continuing to meet, and
planning a conference in March to establish a
coordinating network for local Momentum groups.
An anti-coup slate is also contesting the first NCG
election (voting from 1 February to 17 February).
The email announcing the coup said more or less
clearly that the initiative for it came not from
within Momentum but from Corbyn's "Leader's
Office" and from union leaders.
It is linked with wider problems. In 2015 Corbyn
was widely known, and widely liked, as a longtime rebel in Parliament and a long-time reliable
supporter of strikes, pickets, campaigns,
demonstrations. But he was not part of an
organised and lively left.
As surprised as anyone by his leadership victory,
he scraped together a "Leader's Office" by hiring
leftish notables from the top levels of society.
Seumas Milne, an associate editor of the
Guardian, an unrepentant former member of an
ultra-Stalinist sect, Straight Left, became head of
communications. Simon Fletcher, former chief of
staff for Ken Livingstone as London Mayor, also
with a Stalinistic political background, became
director of campaigns.
Other officials are closely linked with the
hierarchy of Unite, the biggest union affiliated to
Labour, where Andrew Murray, another former
member of Straight Left and a long-time leader of
the rump Communist Party of Britain, is chief of
staff.
There are better elements in the "Leader's
Office". Some, like Andrew Fisher and Katy Clark,
are closer to the politics which Corbyn had as a
young union activist in the 1970s, when he
associated with Socialist Organiser, a forerunner of
Solidarity, the weekly now published by Workers'
Liberty in Britain. By all accounts, the office
operates in a continual uproar of internal conflict,
but behind closed doors.
Since the 1970s, Corbyn himself, though
retaining a solid moral commitment to the left, had
shifted his understanding of what "left" means. He
had been writing regularly for the Morning Star,
paper of the rump Communist Party of Britain,
though on issues such as Tibet his politics remained
better than the Morning Star's.
The net result is that the ability of Corbyn and his
team to carry forward the left-wing political
impulse which raised him to office has been
seriously limited by Stalinist influences. Changing
the undemocratic structures imposed on the Labour
Party by Tony Blair and Gordon Brown

British Labour, Corbyn, Momentum, & fighting
Stalinist influence
(article starts page 6)

after 1997 has come second to manoeuvres at the
top. The right-wing party machine around general
secretary Ian McNicol remains intact, and since
2015 has summarily expelled hundreds of leftwingers and suspended thousands, far greater
numbers than were excluded at the worst of Blair's
control-freakery.
Hard-to-shift limits are put on how far left
Corbyn and McDonnell can move Labour policies
by the right-wing domination of the Parliamentary
Labour Party and the lack of a solid arsenal of leftwing policies carrying authority as Labour
conference decisions. But they have failed to push
hard against those limits.
Corbyn carries political clout because, when he
says left-wing things, people accept he really
means them; but mostly the things he says are not
much more left-wing than what Ed Miliband said
(without people thinking Miliband really meant
them). At Labour conference 2016 the Momentum
office, despite strong pressure from the left within
Momentum, organised literally no intervention,
instead putting all its resources into a showpiece
fringe festival. Smaller groups on the Labour left
did organise, but the right wing did well.
Since June 2016 Labour right-wingers, and a
large section of the Stalinistic part of the Labour
left too, have been pressing for Labour to
accommodate to the Brexit vote by coming out
against the established freedom of movement for
workers between Europe and Britain.
Corbyn, with Diane Abbott, staged a lonely
resistance. Momentum meetings passed (by large
majorities) resolutions to defend freedom of
movement, but the Momentum office sat on them.
In November, Corbyn said that Labour would
vote against the Tories' Article 50 in Parliament
unless the Tories accepted staying in the EU
"single market", which (it was widely understood)

also meant accepting continued freedom of
movement. Labour's right-wing deputy leader Tom
Watson (also from a Stalinist background)
immediately contradicted Corbyn, saying that
Labour would vote for Article 50 come what may.
Labour conference had resolved: "Article 50
should not be triggered until we know the exact
details of the deal the UK will get upon departure
from the EU... full access to the single European
market for British goods and services is vital for
jobs and prosperity in Britain". May made clear
that her Brexit would block immigration and quit
the EU single market (and, for most purposes, the
wider customs union). But in January, Corbyn
finally succumbed to pressure - presumably both
from the Labour right and from his entourage - and
said that Labour would impose a three-line whip to
back May on Article 50. In the meantime
There have been protests from the radical left,
like Solidarity, from the soft left, and also from a
segment of the Labour right. The Labour right will,
naturally, not hesitate to use the fall-out from this
fiasco to try to discredit Corbyn, even though the
policy he is saddled with is largely theirs.
Despite all this, the great surge of hundreds and
tens of thousands of new activists into the Labour
Party and into Momentum is still working itself
through. It may indeed be further boosted in the
next weeks and months, as new people are stung
into political activity by Trump shock. There is
everything to play for.
"Third Camp" socialists are working to
coordinate the Momentum local groups into an
active and lively campaigning force.
Links: www.workersliberty.org/
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